TALLMAN

Innovative closet storing mechanism to hang clothes in high places, allowing for your closet space to be utilized more efficiently.

• **New Shock Absorbing Mechanism:**
  Designed to soften sudden “pop-ups” even when rod is released halfway.
  Allows the closet rod to stay at position when the rod is pulled all the way down.

• **Easy to use:**
  Easy to return the rod to its normal position.

• **Simple to install:**
  Install mounting plate on the wall, fasten rod unit to the mounting plate with one hidden screw.

• **Choose your size:**
  We offer single, double or a T-type to accommodate your space requirements.

**HANGER PIPE = 31” - ARM / BODY = 24” - PULL BAR = 26”**

Weight capacity of UP TO 17.6 LBS